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NORTH FORK HISTORIC PLACES—ARE THEY FADING AWAY?
The South Platte
Hotel is one of
the few remaining
buildings of its
type in Jefferson
County.

If it is not restored
and stabilized soon,
it is in danger of
being lost forever
to vandalism and
neglect (story
page 25).
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MISSION
JEFFERSON COUNTY HISTORICAL COMMISSION NEWS
Sharon Carr became Chairwoman of JCHC by acclamation on November 3, 1997.
Congratulations and welcome.We also welcome Kris Christensen as a new member to the
Historical Commission. She is a native of unincorporated Jefferson County and has a Masters
degree in Social Science that emphasized historic preservation. She currently works as an
historic preservation professional.
We regret the resignation of Betty Moynihan, who left the Commission to take care of
urgent family matters. Betty was active in previous years in the Education committee,
contacting local schools.We will miss her.
EDUCATION
Committee chairwoman Carole Lomond organized a very impressive and informative
workshop on historic preservation by Dale Heckendorn of CHS. Dale informed us about the
requirements for and how to research an historic property for nomination to the Colorado
State Register of Historic Property and the National Register of Historic Places.
Also this year, the committee resumed field trips for members to historic places to
educate themselves about the history in Jefferson County and to add some entertainment to
their work. Some of the places visited were the Arvada Center for the Arts and Humanities,
Hazel Humphrey’s Kinnikinnick Ranch Museum, the Pine Valley Lodge, the Astor House and
the Clear Creek Ranch Museum in Golden All agreed that these activities should be
continued in the future.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
The Historic Preservation Task Force was dissolved in 1997. An historic preservation
committee was formed to continue pursuing the designation of historic cultural resources and
their preservation in the County. Kris Christensen, Dorothy Lombard, Carole Lomond, Jack
Raven, Milly Roeder and Sharon Carr were appointed to this committee.
The committee is exploring ways to rescue the Westall Monument in the North Fork of the
South Platte River valley from being washed away by future flooding. Milly Roeder, Jack Raven
and Sharon Carr visited and documented the monument in June and are pursuing its
preservation.The committee, together with Colorado Preservation, Inc. (CPI) is considering
redocumenting the neglected North Fork Historic District and will nominate it to Colorado’s
Most Endangered Places list.
Milly Roeder arranged a successful workshop on oral history by Stan Oliner of the
Colorado Historical Society (CHS). Besides telling the commission about his view on history,
what is worth recording (actually all) and his interesting encounters with interviewees, Stan
demonstrated interview techniques by interviewing commission member Norm Meyer.
(continued on page 38)
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was a professor of law at
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sculptor, and, with Vance, helped found an active
environmental group in the foothills area.
Together with Helen. N. Brush, Catherine
wrote the book Indian Hills: The Place, the
Times, the People, which was published in 1976.
She researched the families of John Brisben
Walker, George Morrison, and Thomas Bergen
(of Bergen Park), as well as the history for Mount
Falcon Open Space Park and the vanished town
of Mt. Vernon, the site of the first Territorial
Capital.
(continued on page 38)
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lived in Jefferson County
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Colorado School of Mines.
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before World War II and he
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Jefferson County Historical Commission, the
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(continued on page 38)

For Ten Dollars and
Love and Affection:
The Dr. Gilbert Lininger Story

This story
is dedicated
to Audrey
Hagler,
who adores
her father,
Gilbert I.
Lininger,
and wants
his story
to be told.
Without
her help, it
would have
never become
reality.

By Beverly Evans
INTRODUCTION
Gaily bedight,
A gallant knight,
In sunshine and in shadow,
Had journeyed long,
Singing a song,
In search of Eldorado
Edgar Allan Poe, Eldorado
A man with a dream who loved
his daughters, God, the mountains
of Colorado, and Nature, and
most of all his mountain: Lininger
-4-

Mountain. Like the knight in Poe’s
Eldorado, he boldly rode in search
of his dream. He was a nonconformist from the strange curl on
top of his head to the house he
built on top of his mountain with
his own hands—room by room,
f loor on top of floor, year after
year. This was Doc Gilbert I.
Lininger, an ordinary man in the
history of Jefferson County, and
this is his story.
The youngest of nine children
of Emily and Henry Lininger,
Gilbert was born in LaCygne,

Left: Gilbert knew immediately that this
was the place—a mountain 7,743 feet
above sea level with a 360-degree
panoramic view of the most incredible
scenery he had ever seen. From the top
of the mountain, he saw Denver and the
eastern plains... and as he turned—Pikes
Peak, Mount Evans, Arapahoe Peak... the
Continental Divide.

Kansas, on July 30, 1895. When he
was ten, the family was living in
Osawatomie, a small town on the
eastern border of Kansas, where
they had never been very happy.
Three of his older brothers, Carl,
Virgil and Richard, had left home,
moving west to seek their fortunes.
In 1902, Virgil had arrived in
Arrow, Colorado, a lumber mill
town near Rollinsville near the
Continental Divide. He quickly
became a foreman at Wood’s Mill.
Richard joined him in Arrow and
began working at the mill as well.

their fruit stands to such a
high polish as he had never
seen before.” The family spent
the night in a prosperous hotel
across from Union Station.
They purchased scratchy long
underwear for the trip and
boarded the Moffat Train #1
to take them to their new home.
On the way to Arrow, the
excited Gilbert rode on the
back platform of the train and
breathed the cool air as the
Colorado panorama passed by.
“He counted more than fifty
lakes plus many farms and a
few towns as the train headed
into the mountains. Soon they
passed through the rugged
canyons of the Rocky
Mountains and there were
many tunnels. At each tunnel,
he would duck inside to avoid
the ashes and smoke.”
Photos Courtesy of Audrey Hagler

Above: When Gilbert finished the
house, it was four stories high and
had twenty-two rooms, six baths,
three garages, a couple of store
rooms, and many turf-covered decks.

Virgil and Richard wrote often to
the family about the beauty,
excitement, and opportunity that
they had found in the mountains
of Colorado. Virgil managed to
buy the Arrow Hotel for the
family and convinced his mother
to bring the five children still
living at home to Arrow to help
run the hotel.
On April 18, 1906, the family
boarded a train on the MissouriPacific line with a picnic basket
and the faith that they were
bound for a happier life. This was

Right: He wore his
very long, naturally
curly but thinning hair
pulled to the top of his
head, forming a curly
bun at the center of his
head after turning it
tightly around his finger.

the beginning of
Gilbert’s love for
Colorado.
Virgil met the train
at the Union Depot in
Denver. “New sights,
smells, and sounds
awaited the family.
Gilbert was impressed
with the big Welcome
Arch spanning Seventh
Street near Denver’s
Union Depot. Greek
merchants were
rubbing apples from
-5-

With pick and shovel Doc Lininger and Gilberta hand
dug the first trail to the top of the mountain.When
the girls were not playing, they worked right beside

During this memorable ride to
Arrow, Gilbert fell in love with the
Rocky Mountains of Colorado.
Standing in three feet of snow
in front of the run down Arrow
Hotel, the family saw the obvious
need of repair and cleaning for the
rustic building of native lumber,
and little decoration inside. The
first job for the family to do was
to put wallpaper over muslin in
the dining room. Though it was
ornate for the mountain town,
Gilbert’s mother insisted because
she felt the hotel was a reflection
of her family. She kept the hotel
open during renovation for all
those who lived there and also
worked at the mill, and who would
have no other place to live. She
ran the hotel as a family affair and,
with the help of the children, did
all of the cooking.
In October, the family closed
-6-

their father digging the road.This bridge crossed
Shingle Creek.The original telephone poles were
later replaced with steel beams.

the hotel in Arrow for the winter
and moved to Denver. There,
Gilbert attended Sherman
Elementary and would look out
the windows and daydream about
the mountains he so loved. He
knew all about the money his
brother Alfred was earning as a
successful dentist, and he wanted a
share of that good fortune. Still at
West High School, Gilbert was
accepted into the three-year
program at the University of
Denver Dental School. He
received his license in 1915 and
graduated from dental school
when he was nineteen. For a few
months he shared an off ice with
his brother Alfred.
Gilbert married the daughter of
the minister of his church, Virginia
Young. When World War I broke
out, he enlisted in the Army and
served as a lieutenant in the

Dental Corps in Georgia. Before
his discharge, their f irst child,
Virginia, was born. In the
meantime, Gilbert’s wife learned of
a dental practice for sale in Rocky
Ford, Colorado, which they were
able to buy. In the first month, he
made $110. A second daughter,
Barbara, was born.
But then, Gilbert heard that
the economy was even better in
Pueblo and wanted to take
advantage of that growth. So they
sold their business in Rocky Ford,
and on June 1, 1921, arrived in
Pueblo, two days before the
disastrous flood struck.
After the flood, the family
moved back to Denver and
opened still another practice. They
bought a house at 1318 South
Humboldt across from Washington
Park. In December 1922, a third
daughter, Gilberta, was born.

During the influenza epidemic of
wanting his own piece. During the
1922, Gilbert’s wife, Virginia,
summer months, Gilbert, Lessie,
became very ill. Their baby was
and the girls rented a cabin,
just three months old when
Windcrest, in Starbuck, the present
Virginia died of complications
day Idledale, which included a
from the flu. Gilbert’s mother,
white horse for the family to ride.
Emily, died six
months later. When
a hired housekeeper
to help with the
girls did not work
out, he persuaded a
cousin to leave a
very good job in
Kansas to help him
care for the
children. The girls
called her Aunt Jo
and adored her.
Three years later
Gilbert married
Lessie Chartrand, a
nurse at Mercy
Hospital, whom he
had known since
grade school. Both
were members of
Broadway Baptist
Church, and Lessie
had helped Virginia
when she was sick.
Gilbert’s first daughter,
In a year, a
Virginia, was born during
daughter, Audrey,
World War 1, before he
was born to Gilbert
was discharged from the
Army Dental Corps. His
and Lessie.
LININGER
MOUNTAIN
Over the
Mountains
Of the moon,
Down the Valley of
the Shadow...
Edgar Allan Poe,
Eldorado
Gilbert yearned for
the rugged, majestic
Rocky Mountains,

second daughter, Barbara
was born after he bought
a dental practice in
Rocky Ford. A third
daughter, Gilberta was
born in December 1922.
When Gilberta was
three months old,
Gilbert’s wife died of
influenza.Three years
later, Gilbert married
Lessie Chartrand. In
a year, a daughter,
Audrey, was born to
Gilbert and Lessie.

The mare escaped one morning,
leading Gilbert on an adventure
that changed his life forever.
He chased the frisky animal up
along Sawmill Gulch far into the
back country, until he found

Gilbert brought in a huge beer barrel from Coors Brewery to store
the water from the well. He had his daughters go in the barrel and
with a broom and a hose scrub out what beer was left inside.
“...After all that work, we still had kind of beer water for a couple
of years but eventually it did go away,” recalls Audrey.
-7-

himself at the top of a mountain
between Idledale and Mount
Vernon Canyon. “This is the
place,” he cried out according to
his daughter. That mountain
towered 7,743 feet above sea level
with a 360-degree panoramic view
of the most incredible scenery he
had ever seen. From the top of
the mountain, he saw Denver, the
surrounding plains and the jagged
mountain peaks.
In 1929, he found the owners
of the property, four brothers
Niestradt. On May 1, 1931,
Gilbert recorded a deed for
“eighty landlocked acres” for
“ten dollars and other valuable
considerations,” including a
small, vacant, forty-year-old,
rundown house in the valley.
He bought six additional acres,
also for “ten dollars and
other valuable considerations,”
from Henry Thiede on
June 28, 1932, ensuring access
to the mountain.
With pick and shovel, he and
Gilberta hand dug the first narrow
trail to the top of the mountain.
The trail was very narrow with a
sharp switchback that “scared
everyone spitless.” At one point
along the road, to cross a gully, he
built a bridge from logs. Because
the logs collapsed, he had to
reconstruct the bridge with steel
I-beams. Late r, the span became
a fill, so he moved the beams up
to the house and used them in
the construction of a car port
and garage.
During the summers, while
living in the old house in the
valley, the family worked on the
property. In the winters, they came
to the mountain to toboggan and
play in the snow. Gilbert built a
huge tree swing for the children
and their friends. He believed in
-8-

hard work, but also in having a
good time.
When they were not playing,
the girls worked right beside their
father digging the road to the top
of the mountain or tending
livestock. Gilbert believed in the
saying, “keep a cow and increase
her for ten years and she will keep
you,” and began
to raise cattle and
horses, leaving the
animals on the
property year
round.
Because “he
would not start
building without
water,” his next
project was to drill
a well on top of
his land, for which
the rig had to be
hauled over
county and private
roads. For two
days, they drilled
through only four
feet of solid rock
with a non-rotary
cable tool rig. To
continue drilling,
Gilbert bought a
half interest in the
drill and the well
was completed after three months.
THE YEARS FROM 1930 TO 1950
...Ride boldly ride,
The shade replied,—
“If you seek for Eldorado!...”
Edgar Allan Poe, Eldorado
During the depression in the
1930s, Gilbert’s dentistry business
was slow. He originated a program
in his Dental Society to provide
dental care for the needy by
having all the dentists take turns
helping. He kept busy in many

civic affairs, such as Lions Club
and American Legion. He also
joined the South Denver Civic
Association. They named him
chair of the Highway Committee,
where he worked for the expansion
of Alameda Avenue west to his
beloved mountains. The only
other roads leading west out of

Denver in 1932 were Morrison
Road and Colfax Avenue.
The expansion of Alameda was
begun as a WPA (Work Projects
Administration) project. “He went
out soliciting the land needed to
accomplish the route and
succeeded in getting about 90 per
cent of it free. His name still can
be found as a witness on most of
those land deeds.” His daughter,
Audrey, remembers riding with her
dad as he would go from door to
door getting owners’ signatures for
the right of way. She would sit in

the car waiting for him at each
stop. The construction of Alameda
began at South Knox Court.
Because it was a WPA project, the
work was done with picks and
shovels without heavy equipment,
allowing more men to work.
The year 1936 was eventful for
Gilbert. He divorced Lessie when

Mountain. “It took him three
years of walking up and down the
mountain just to dig the
basement.” He wanted to do the
building, and he wanted to do it
his way and he wanted a sound
house that fires would not destroy.
He built the first three rooms
with rock and concrete, and used

Gilbert
believed in
the old saying
“Keep a cow
and her
increase for
ten years and
she will keep
you,” and
he began
raising cattle
and horses.

their daughter, Audrey, was nine
years old. He began a dental
practice at Alameda and South
Broadway over the pharmacy, an
office that he worked from until
he was ninety years old. The
same year, the Geological
Survey officially recognized
the mountain as Lininger
Mountain. Now, he not only
owned his mountain in the state
he loved, but the mountain also
had his family name.
Also in 1936, he began building
his home at the top of Lininger

treated telephone poles for ceiling
beams. He mixed the concrete for
the walls in a metal box. Steel
window frames and I-beams for the
house were made at Gorrell’s Iron
Works on South Wadsworth
Boulevard, which he also would
haul up the narrow, winding
mountain road.
Most of the work on the house
was done by Gilbert, the girls,
family and friends. He hired
Strode Ralston, a local stone
mason, to lay rock, and Clarence
Thiede, a close neighbor to help.

To learn the skill, Gilbert worked
beside them. Once he mastered
the technique, he did the rest of
the stone work on the house
himself. The first three rooms were
a kitchen, a dining room, and a
bedroom, surrounded by a huge
patio. Leading from the bedroom
to the patio was a double door
through which Gilbert would pull
his bed many nights to sleep
under the stars, enjoying Nature.
The family moved into the home
in the early 1940s.
Soon, Doc Gilbert decided he
needed space to pasture the horses
and cows during the winter. He
purchased one hundred and sixty
acres on Green Mountain south of
the “Hayden Ranch, which
stretched from West Sixth Avenue
to Alameda Avenue and from
Kipling to Union Street.” Hayden
Ranch was sold in 1941, and the
federal government built the
Denver Arms Plant for $35 million.
Later, “the Remington Company
and (later) Henry J. Kaiser operated
it as an arsenal and ammunition
works.” Now, the Denver Federal
Center is on the site.
Gilbert became involved in
highway matters again and
supported the alignment of
Alameda Avenue instead of Sixth
Avenue from Lowry Air Force Base
to the new Arms Plant. He
reasoned that the road could join
Alameda at South Knox where the
WPA had commenced its earlier
project. He found some support
in the government, “Through the
construction of this link, Lowry
Field would have better access to
Fort Logan and the new arms
plant. In case of domestic
disturbance at the arms plant, the
connecting link above referred to
would be most desirable and
advantageous. In addition, this
-9-

highway would serve the
community.” But, Sixth Avenue
became the main arterial.
In the fall, Doc and the girls
saddled up their horses at the top
of Lininger Mountain and
rounded up the livestock. The girls
drove the herd along Highway 40
to Red Rocks Park and over to
Alameda and Green Mountain. It
took them almost a day to get the
animals to the winter pasture.
During the first year, Doc
removed the frame garage from
their Denver home on South

Humboldt Street and moved it to
the pasture, where he converted it
into a four-room house for the
family to stay in. When the clay
soil on the property was muddy,
horses and girls would walk
around with huge clumps of
earth on their feet.
At the end of World War II,
GIs began returning to Denver.
According to Ubbelohde, the
Remington Plant, at its peak, “had
employed 20,000 workers.” Other
government facilities also added to
the 78% population growth in the

Gilbert was continually working on his home on
Lininger Mountain. Sometimes he would decide that
the view was better above the existing floor and would
-10-

Denver area. “Denver’s bedroom
community, Jefferson County, was
emerging from its agrarian cocoon
to become a thriving, booming
metropolitan area with huge
shopping centers and suburban
development.”
Gilbert saw this boom as an
opportunity to develop his
property on Green Mountain.
He sold the horses and cows,
and drilled two wells for water.
He divided the property into
individual lots, and built and sold
twenty-five homes. He also deeded

add another level above. Each addition included a
bedroom with windows so that he could see the
sunrise and the sunset.

part of the property to his sister,
Etta Wood. During construction,
the family lived in the four-room
converted garage. “One day a
fissure opened up and drained the
water somewhere else.” Gilbert
tried to get water from the
Remington Arms Plant across the
street, who received water taps
from Denver Water, but Denver
would not allow any taps for
Gilbert’s development.
To supply water to the homes,
he dug a ditch to Fourteenth and
Kipling. That was not very
successful either, and there were
lawsuits. Again, he took matters
into his own hands, and “the
dentist spent two and one-half
years hauling water to the foothills
on a sprinkler wagon filling tea
kettles, wash basins, whatever.
Eventually, he mounted a 2000
gallon tank on a truck, built a
redwood water reservoir in the
troubled area and served the
homeowners that way.” Finally, he
f lew to Washington, carrying his
papers in an old, tattered briefcase
and lobbied on Capitol Hill,
which, in time, awarded him
Denver water. The development
project nearly broke him and to
the day he died, he kept that old
tattered brief case.
In 1952, Governor Dan
Thornton appointed Gilbert to the
State Highway Advisory Board,
and Alameda again was one of his
projects. This time he submitted
plans for Alameda to extend
through the Hogback and connect
with State Highway 2 as a part of
the Colorado Federal Aid Primary
System. The proposal was
reviewed, but rejected in favor of
Sixth Avenue. The State Highway
engineer reviewed the plans and
found that the plan involved
“extremely heavy construction

and... considerable expenditure of
funds.” He doubted that the
“proposed extension could be
justified in view of its proximity
to our present Sixth West Avenue
Highway, which is capable of
handling a considerable volume of
traffic.” But again, Sixth Avenue
was given preference over Alameda.
The City of Denver was very
interested in highways at the time,
and the interstate highway system
was proposed and approved for
public defense. “Mayor Will
Nicholson, and dozens of other
men of influence labored in the
1950s to secure major
transportation arteries for the
Denver area.” Gilbert also
proposed in 1958, that Highway
285 be rerouted from Morrison
Road to Alameda at the Federal
Center. Alameda could be
constructed to a point just
east of Morrison. The road
into Morrison that exists today
became the scenic route instead.
In 1956, the massive national
interstate highway system was
nearly ready for President
Eisenhower to sign. The portion
serving Colorado was proposed
farther west of Denver. The

alignment was successfully
changed, because a Denver
delegation met with the President
in Washington and persuaded him
to reconfigure the highway.
However, Gilbert wanted the State
Highway Department to realign a
portion of I-70 west of Denver at
Mt. Vernon Canyon and eliminate
part of the steep grade and a sharp
curve. He called the proposal the
Interstate-70-Genesee-Gulch
improvement and pressed for the
highway department to straighten
out the road by adding another
interchange. Unfortunately, the
proposal was never approved, and
the curve he worked hard to
eliminate, has become known as
“Dead Man’s Curve.”
Gilbert married again in the late
1950s. The marriage did not
last long, but another daughter,
Emily, was born. She was thirty
years younger than his fourth
daughter, Audrey.
Following a trip to Hawaii, he
began wearing his very long,
naturally curly but thinning hair in
a style that became his trademark.
He would pull his hair to the top
of his head, forming a curly bun
at the center of his head after
-11-

Gilbert practiced dentistry on Broadway. During the
Depression, when business was slow, he originated a

turning it tightly around his finger.
When he wanted to make the
children or grandchildren laugh,
he would undo the bun and let
his hair hang down.
THE HOUSE ON THE
MOUNTAIN
...’Shadow,’ said he,
‘Where can it be—This land of Eldorado?’...
Edgar Allan Poe, Eldorado
While Gilbert was practicing
dentistry, working on the State
Highway Commission, or dividing
his mountain, he was also working
on his home on Lininger
Mountain. Sometimes he would
decide that the view was better
above a currently existing floor
and would build another floor on
top. Each floor always included a
-12-

program in his Dental Society that provided dental care
for the needy by having all the dentists take turns.

new bedroom for him with
windows for him to see the sunrise
and the sunset.
In one room, he designed and
built a huge fireplace from native
rock. They would roll the stones
into the room one at a time.
Audrey still recalls the roaring fires
he so loved. Many things in the
house Gilbert had picked up used.
To store water from the well, he
once brought in a huge beer barrel
from Coors Brewery and sat it on
top of the hill. He had Audrey
and Gilberta crawl through a small
hole on the side of the barrel and
with a broom and a hose scrub
out what beer was left. Hagler
recalls, laughing, that “after all that
work, they still had kind of beer
water for a couple of years, but
that slowly went away.” A few
years later, he replaced the barrel

with a huge tank car from the
railroad. The barrel was moved to
the foot of the mountain and the
tank car is now buried somewhere
under the house.
While the girls were growing up
and living on the mountain, they
watched from the windows for
their dad’s car as he came home
from his dental office. Often, he
would bring a “ten-cent chunk of
ice” on the bumper of the car,
which he had bought before he
left town. When they spotted his
car coming up the road, they
would run downstairs and start
making the gravy for the night’s
dinner. For dessert, they would
crush the ice in a gunnysack and
mix it with the milk from their
cows for ice cream.
Another one of Gilbert’s antics
was to dig a deep hole at the back

of the house with his twelve year
Although Gilbert had promised
old grandson, saying they were
his girls he would never sell any of
digging for gold or something,
the land above the road, he began
which they worked on for days.
selling tracts of his mountain. In
To protect their work, Gilbert
August of 1949, he deeded three
covered it with old wood. Soon,
parcels of land to his sister Etta
the project was abandoned and
Wood, including two pieces of
forgotten. Many years later, Gilbert
property on Lininger Mountain. In
marked his mountain and his
June 1950, six of the acres he had
grave with his name and birth date
deeded to Etta at the base of
etched on a large moss rock just
Lininger Mountain were recorded
above the abandoned adventure.
as eight lots in a plat called
By the time he
finished adding to the
house, it was four
sto ries tall and “th e re
we re twe n t y-one rooms,
six baths, three ga ra ge s ,
a couple of sto re
rooms, and many turfc ove red decks ,” with
the American Flag
a l ways displayed
p ro u d ly on a pole in
the front. Chuck
Dickerson quotes
Gilbert as saying, “I
have touched every
rock and cinder block
in the house. I would
get up at 3:30 a.m. and
drive to Denver in a
truck to pick up
building materials, and
Gilbert with his goats.
drive back to the
mountain before 6:00.
Then I’d drive to town to start
Lininger’s Mountain Subdivision.
my day’s work as a dentist.”
Gilbert was also involved in the
platting process; but after the
DEVELOPING THE
subdivision was completed, he
MOUNTAIN
refused to go through a county
...But he grew old—
process for the rest of the
This night so bold—
mountain.
And o’er his heart
State and County regulations
a shadow
for dividing land before 1972
Fell as he found
allowed the owner of a property
No spot of ground
to sell up to five pieces from a
That looked like Eldorado....
larger piece without platting the
—Edgar Allan Poe, Eldorado
property; but the fifth sale would
require him to plat to meet

specific technical requirements.
Gilbert, and a hired surveyor,
divided his land into about forty
sites, including his home. He then
began selling the mountain in
pieces as Lininger Estates. He
found regulations to divide his
land cumbersome, restrictive, and
unnecessary. After all, it was his
mountain, and his to divide and
sell-off or give away as he saw fit.
On December 23, 1943, he
deeded the original
eighty acres to
Virginia, Barbara,
Gilberta and
Audrey for the sum
of “ten dollars and
love and affection.”
After that, parts
and pieces
exchanged hands
back and forth.
Portions of the
land were even sold
to people outside
the family.
On May, 5, 1972,
state subdivision
laws changed under
Senate Bill 35.
Now, to avoid
having to go
through a county
process, Gilbert
would have all
thirty five-acre parcels and no
residual left with less than thirtyfive acres. He disregarded this
new regulation and thus illegally
divided his eighty acres into at
least forty lots without a platting
process with the County.
Frustrated with Gilbert’s
unwillingness to comply, the
County took Dr. Lininger to
court under the old subdivision
regulations. That resulted in a
decision where “in essence the
court said we can’t try this case
-13-

it were
Gilbert understood why the
platted,
County thought the subdivision
property
or any of his work was illegal.
owners
Whenever there was someone new
recognized by
at the county, “Gilbert would seek
the County as
them out and see if he could get
legal after the
them to have the County change
1974 meeting
their mind about how it dealt with
with Gilbert
Lininger Mountain.” Until the last
and his
few years of his life, he kept at it,
lawyer, agreed
hoping to have his way.
to participate
Over the years, Cross grew to
in the process
like Gilbert. “Even though we were
and thereby
on opposite sides of the fence, he
create a legal
always treated me with respect.
plat.
Once in a while he would lose his
Mary Bunn
temper, but over all he was a very
recalls that
friendly fellow who was very
one afternoon
generous with his family,” said
Gilbert constructed the first three rooms with rock and
Gilbert,
who
Cross. He remembers that in 1990
concrete and hauled telephone poles up the mountain for
was then in
a big family reunion was planned
ceiling beams. He hired a local stone mason to lay rock;
but Gilbert worked beside him, learning the skill. Once he
his nineties,
at the Lininger home. Family
mastered the technique, he did the rest of the stone work
came in
members were coming from all
on the house himself.
to have a
around the country. Gilbert met
meeting with
with Cross to understand
on a law that does not exist
Arnie Cross, a Planning Engineer
everything that needed to be done
anymore.”
with the County, who was
because he wanted to present a
When Gilbert, his attorney,
involved with another
plan to the family to get the area
the then Board of County
appointment. Gilbert was asked
platted for all to live up there.
Commissioners, and the County
to wait in Bunn’s
attorneys knew the court was not
chair at her desk,
going to bring any relief, they
where he could be
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
arrived at a resolution on June 19,
more comfortable
Beverly Evans was born in
1974. The County agreed to issue
than in the lobby.
Durango, Colorado, and raised
building permits on those parcels
When Bunn
in Edgewater, Colorado,
that the Doctor had under
returned to her
attending Jefferson County
contract for sale at the time of the
office, she found
schools. She is a single parent
enactment of Senate Bill 35. Each
Gilbert sleeping at
with two grown sons,Tony and
parcel owner would sign an
her desk, “he was
Michael. In May 1997, she
agreement to rezone and plat
there asleep quite
graduated from the University
those properties upon the request
a long time. No
of Colorado with a Bachelor of Arts in Writing
of the County before they would
one really wanted
with an emphasis in history and literature.
be issued a building permit.
to wake him.” She
Writing, history, golf, family, friends, and the
At that meeting, a map for
found him to be
Broncos are her passions. Beverly is a planner
Lininger Mountain was agreed
charming and
for the Jefferson County Department of
upon from which legal and illegal
likeable, but, “he
Planning and Zoning. For this article, Beverly
parcels were determined. The
never really let go
Evans received the second prize of the Writers
County encouraged Gilbert to plat
of his mountain.”
Award Contest of Jefferson County Historical
the rest of the property. If the
Cross was never
Commission in 1997.
mountain were ever rezoned or if
convinced that
-14-

or playing. He
was eccentric,
tenacious and
stubborn, but
thoroughly
charming. His
mental and
physical
strength
enabled him
to build his
dream home
on top of his
mountain. For
forty-five years
Unknown to his family, Gilbert had permission from the
he sang in the
County Health Department to be buried on his mountain,
and the grave was already dug. It was the hole he had dug
choir at
with Audrey’s son many years before as a gold seeking
Calvary
adventure...
Temple, firmly
believing that
CONCLUSION
God was his strength. He left an
...And, as his strength
impression on Jefferson County
Failed him at length,
with his work on roads, his
He met a pilgrim shadow.
subdivision in Green Mountain,
Edgar Allan Poe, Eldorado
and, of course, Lininger Mountain.
Above the door of his house
The last family reunion at the
on top of Lininger Mountain the
house was held July 30, 1990, to
words “God’s Grace” are etched.
celebrate Gilbert’s ninety-fifth
The clear blue sky, crisp pine
birthday. Cross recalls Gilbert
scented air, gentle breeze, and a
preparing to present his plan to
serene silence surround the house.
the family. He had always wanted
The visitor is engulfed by the
to live to be a hundred, but he
passion and love of the man who
became ill with double pneumonia
created it. Windows everywhere
and, on January 4, 1993, died at
celebrate the beauty of the world
the age of ninety-seven. Unknown
outside. It was his dream and it
to his family, the County Health
came true. He deeply believed,
Department permitted him to be
“This is the best place to live in
buried on his mountain, and the
the whole world.” He loved
grave was already dug. It was the
God, his family, Colorado, the
hole that Audrey’s son and Gilbert
Rocky Mountains, his home, and
had dug many years before as a
his mountain—-Lininger Mountain.
gold seeking adventure, covered
He was an ordinary man in
with branches, and forgotten. The
search of Eldorado.
engraved rock at the head of the
grave, his tomb-stone, has the date
of his death added to it.
Gilbert lived ninety-seven years.
He lived his life working, laughing,
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A GOLDEN SUMMER VACATION

Photo courtesy of Golden DAR Pioneer Museum

By Kenneth Shupe
Last spring, I watched my 9-year
old grandson play his very first
little league baseball game at a
park on the hill overlooking
Golden. Following the winning
game, I pulled Chris aside and
pointed to Castle Rock towering
in the sun. I shared with him
some very fond memories I have
of that rock and the quiet little
town below.
I remembered a special vacation
I took with my family during the
summer of 1936, when I was just
12 years old. Being born and
raised in Colorado Springs, getting
to go to Golden to visit my Aunt
Lutie and Uncle Al, promised to
be an exciting adventure. The trip
was long and tedious as we
traveled about 100 miles in a 1934
Oldsmobile. Some of the roads
were paved and some were not.
As we started out on our
journey to Golden, we passed
-16-

many Colorado landmarks along
the way, such as the Ice House at
Monument and Elephant Rock at
Palmer Lake. We stopped and had
a picnic lunch on the lawn of the
Castle Rock school, which then
was right on the main road headed
to Denver!
As we continued towards
Golden, we stopped at Johnson’s

Corner in Sedalia to have sodas.
We started back on the roadway,
and it was only about five minutes
north of Johnson’s Corner we

glanced to the east through the
rolling hills to see a “castle,” Tweet
Kimball’s ranch house, sitting on
the hill about two miles away.
As we approached Littleton
along Plum Creek, we came down
a long hill to an underpass, where
just on the other side we saw a
filling-station that had been built
in the shape of a giant coffee-pot!
At the next crossroads, we saw a
very elaborate and large estate. It
was the Woolhurst Country Club.
When we made it to Littleton, we
saw the Old Mill on the west side
of the street and the Masonic
Temple building on the east. Little
did I know it then, that I would
become Master of that Lodge
some 39 years later. I also didn’t
realize, that years later I would be
living within about a mile of what
was then rolling grassland!
We turned east and drove to
Broadway. As we drove, we could
see the giant 6-story Montgomery
Wards building way off in the

distance. After reaching Englewood, we turned west to Federal
Boulevard where we drove up a
huge hill, on what was then a gravel
road. We passed Loretta Heights
College, majestic and beautiful
standing on the hill by itself. It was
an all-girls school then. We passed
only a few farms as we headed
north on Federal. We remained on
the gravel road until just a few
blocks from Alameda, where the
pavement turned back to oil.
We turned west, again, and
passed the area where, in 1941, the
Denver Ordnance Plant was
constructed by the Remington
Arms Company on land, where
the Federal Center is now. As we
neared Golden, we drove by Camp
George West, where Army soldiers
were living in tents. The tents had
wooden f loors just inches above
the ground. The Army practiced
their maneuvers and marching
drills at this camp. You could see

the firing range sitting atop South
Table Mountain. As we entered

We passed the Colorado School of
Mines giant “M” rock formation, which
was methodically laid on the mountain.

Golden on Ford Street, we passed
the Boy’s Reformatory where
young juveniles were housed.
My family and I, along with my
aunt and uncle, made the exciting
trek up Lookout Mountain. We
passed the Colorado School of
Mines’ giant “M” rock formation,
which was methodically laid on
the mountain. I thought it must
have taken a long time for
someone to paint all those rocks

Above left: When we left Golden we walked about a block
to the street-car stop, which was the first stop between
Coors and the Denver Railroad Station.
Lower left: The author at about the age when he took the
summer vacation in Golden.

and to arrange the lights on them.
At night, from my aunt and
uncle’s kitchen window, we could
see the beautifully lit “M” glowing
on the side of the mountain. It was
a sight to behold in the darkness!
On top of Lookout Mountain,
we enjoyed the museum and large
painting of Buffalo Bill (William F.
Cody.) I remember standing next to
the iron fence that surrounded
Buffalo Bill’s grave. People had
thrown money on the grave. I
learned that this was not the first
grave he was buried in, and that
cement was poured on top of it so
that the State of Wyoming would
not steal his body back. The car trip
up Lookout Mountain had been a
scary drive to me because of all the
hairpin curves and deep, descending
gorges over the sides of the road.
Our next excursion during our
stay in Golden was a trip to Red
Rocks Park and the little town of
Morrison. We spent our day

Below: One day we made a trip to Tiny Town up Turkey Creek Canyon.
What an exciting paradise for children! Riding a minature train through
the village of small replicas of Victorian-style houses, miniature roadways,
and everything you would find in a city.
Photo courtesy of Denver Public Library,Western History Collection

Left: One Friday, Uncle Al took my
sisters and me to the Shrine Circus in
downtown Denver.We got to ride in
the rumble seat of my uncle’s Ford. I
remember it started to rain and we
closed the trunk on top of us to keep
from getting wet.... In the background, just
over the hood of the car, the home of M.L
Foss is visible across the street.
Below: One day during our stay in
Golden, my older sister and I, along with
a couple of kids we had met in the
neighborhood, climbed up South Table
Mountain. On the opposite side we could
see the Adolph Coors Company.

Photos courtesy of Kenneth Shupe

climbing over the beautiful red
sandstone rock formations and
enjoying the wondrous scenery
overlooking the Denver area below.
One day we made a trip to
Tiny Town up Turkey Creek
Canyon. What an exciting paradise
for children! Riding a miniature
train through the village of small
replicas of Victorian-style houses,
miniature roadways, and everything you would find in a city.
There were telephone poles, a

water tower, churches, stores, a
bank, and even an ice cream shop!
It was all there, only in miniature
proportions. It was so much fun!
My aunt and uncle lived at 1700
Ford Street, which is now the
parking lot of a major grocery store
in Golden. Their house stood on
the corner of the street. Across the
street was the house of M. L. Foss,
who owned the local drug store in
downtown Golden at the time.
One day during our stay in

Golden, my older sister and I,
along with a couple of kids we
had met in the neighborhood,
climbed up South Table
Mountain. On the opposite side
we could see the Adolph Coors
Company. After climbing for quite
some time, we found ourselves on
top of Castle Rock. We later
found out that several years
before, Coors had a company
building on that rock. There had
been a cog-train that went back
Photo courtesy of Denver Public Library, Western History Collection
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and forth between Coors and the
top of the rock. We could still see
the tracks of the old cog. The
building had burned down years
earlier, sometime probably in the
1920’s. Nothing was left on top,
except many old nails and a
few nickels and pennies.
Combing through the dirt
we found 17 cents!
During the first weekend
of our stay in Golden, the
town was having its “Golden
Days Celebration” and on
Saturday afternoon I entered
the games. I won the
gunnysack race. As a prize, I
received $2.00 worth of
merchandise from the local
hardware store. In the evening,
the city had a carnival between
downtown Golden and Coors. The
main attraction was a platform
high-diver. He was diving from a
height, which to me seemed as
high as any building in Golden at
the time, into this small tank of
water. It was thrilling to watch!
One morning, I went with my
uncle to the Golden Fire Brick
Company just west of Golden. My
Uncle Al worked there and he
showed me all around. During my
visit, I was given a small, trowelshaped letter opener with their
company name engraved on it.
Today I still have, and treasure,
that miniature trowel.
Uncle Al had taken a
cartooning correspondence course,
many years earlier, from Eugene
Zimmerman in New York. Uncle
Al had one of his letters to Mr.
Zimmerman, and one of his
cartoons, featured in a newsletter
prepared by the school. The
cartoon represented the School of
Mines football team.
One Friday, Uncle Al took my
sisters and me to the Shrine Circus

in downtown Denver. We got to
ride in the rumble seat of my

Mr. Dyer has put his art to a good purpose in more
ways than one. He combines it with show-card and sign
writing and commercial advertising. Besides he has done
much drawing for newspaper publication.

home to Colorado Springs. We
went out the back door and
walked about a block to the streetcar stop, which was the first stop
between Coors and the Denver
Railroad Station. When we arrived
downtown, the street-car stopped
just above the depot and we
walked down the stairs to the
railway station. We hopped on
the train and headed home to
Colorado Springs.
Uncle Al died a few months
after our visit.
Our two week vacation in
Golden had been a memorable
one for me. There were so
many things to see and do, and
so much time to be outdoors
and enjoy the natural beauty of
the area. For a young boy of 12,
the memories of that summer
made a lasting impression on me.
Memories that could be shared
with my grandchildren sixty years
later and memories that will
remain in my heart forever.

uncle’s Ford. I remember it started
to rain and we closed the trunk on
top of us to keep from getting
wet! It was the next best thing to
an umbrella at the time! In the
background of
the picture on
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
page 18, just over
Kenneth Shupe is a native of
the hood of the
Colorado. He was born in
Colorado Springs in 1925. He
car, you can see
attended local schools and
the house across
graduated in 1943. Kenneth served
the street where
in the US Navy in WWII. He then
M. L. Foss lived.
attended Bethany College in the
My father had
Swedish community of Lindsborg,
Kansas and majored in art
gone home to
education. In 1949 he married
Colorado Springs
Arlene Henry with whom he has
earlier in the week
three daughters, who are very special to him. In 1950, Ken
so he could
worked for Westinghouse Jet Engine Division in Kansas City,
return to work.
Missouri.After ten years, Kenneth and his family returned to
Colorado, where he worked for Martin-Marietta Corporation
The day had
at projects, such as the Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU)
quickly arrived
used by astronauts in space or painting the interior of the
when our
Hubble Space Telescope. Since retiring in 1988, Kenneth has
vacation was
indulged his artistic abilities in crafting and painting pictures
nearing an end.
made from wood lathe and carving Indian Katchina dolls.
Another of his interests is dancing to the music of country
My mother,
western bands.
sisters, and I
started our trip
Ken Shupe is the first prize winner of the 1998 Writer’s Contest.
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Growing Pascal Celery
in Arvada

By Lawrence Lotito
My father and mother, Rocco
and Concetta Lotito, and their
four children, Rocco Jr., Vincent,
Lawrence and Lucille, moved to
Arvada in 1932. They bought 30
acres of land from descendants of
the Juchem homesteaders, just east
of the Ridge State Home, and
south of the railroad tracks.
The land was unimproved; a
term used to describe land on
which crops such as wheat, alfalfa,
etc., were grown, compared with
more labor intensive fruit and
vegetable truck gardening. This
particular farm was on the ridge
and the soil was a heavy “adobe,”
a contraction of the word adobe,
a sticky clay texture that required
much humus to become friable.
This was accomplished by annual
applications of cow-manure straw
obtained mostly from Gibson’s
Holstein Farm Dairy on 32nd
street in Wheatridge (before they
-20-

separated the words). Rocco Lotito
was aware of the necessity of cash
flow, so he planned his crops that
something was harvested
throughout the year.
Leaf spinach and radishes were
sown and harvested in April and
May. Hotbed plants and pansies in

Miss Betty Lee Plumlee admires celery
The bunch won first prize for Vincent Lotito.
Threatening rain clouds failed to
keep more than 5,000 Jefferson
County farmers and ranchers from
the opening day of the 13th annual
Arvada Harvest Festival yesterday.
Yesterday’s activities began at

senior Chambers of Commerce
and county extension agents, will
be distributed among prize winners
today.
The festival is held every year to
display agricultural resources and
progress of Jefferson County

May, asparagus in June, and a
fairly large crop of strawberries in
July, followed closely by head
lettuce, rhubarb, turnips,
cucumbers, white and yellow
squash, tomatoes, eggplant, and
green peppers as the season
moved into August. Then more
turnips, beets, carrots, rutabagas,
Parsnips. The later root crops
were pulled up, topped and
stored in pits of about a foot
deep, 3 or 4 feet wide and 10
feet long. Then the excavated
soil was piled over the root crops,
to be uncovered, washed and
marketed in December. The
exception were the parsnips, that
were left in the ground, as the
frosts made them sweeter.
But pascal celery was the prince
of the crops. Every body said there
was good money in it, and it was
the primary crop of most ItalianAmerican truck farmers in the
Arvada Clear Creek valley. The
hope was that celery would be

harvested and sold for 75 cents
to a dollar a dozen. A 100%
crop at $1 a dozen would have
grossed nearly $3,000 per acre.
It never happened! Grass-hoppers,
disease, and failing markets all
took their toll. In 1938, the
farm grossed about $1,200 for
the whole 30 acres!
The Celery Growing Year:
Preparation and
Seeding Operations
Raising the crop took nearly the
whole year. Celery was seeded in
the hot beds in late February/early
March, a process that required
covering the glass paned sashes
with cat-tail reed mats (woven in
January) every night, and
uncovering them every morning.
Cat tail reeds were cut in late
September, dried on banks of the
swampy streams, bundled up and
kept until winter days provided
time for weaving the mats. A six
by four foot loom (rack) was
constructed, holes bored about a
foot apart in the six foot
horizontal 2x4s, and creosoted
twine strung top to bottom, held

in place with pegs in the holes at
the top and looped around hooks
in the bottom 2x4. About six feet
of extra twine was balled up at the
bottom hooks. A handful of reeds
was placed horizontally along the
base of the rack; the extra twine
was brought up and around the
taut pegged twine, half-hitched,
and jerked tight. This was repeated
for each cord across the rack, and
then another handful of reeds was
added and the process repeated,
until the four by six mat was
completed. The edges were cut
square with a curved “banana”

knife, extra twine trimmed, and
the mat folded once to a more
manageable 2 by 6 foot item.
The hot beds were made of
redwood 1 by 10 inch planks set
on edge into the soil into a frame
six feet wide and fifty or sixty feet
long. Cross pieces of 2x4s every
five or six feet held the frame
rigid. Glass paned sashes six feet
long and four or five feet wide
were placed across the frame,
trapping the sunlight and heating
the soil. The mats were thrown
over the glass sashes and unfolded
every evening to retain as much of

Upper Left: The celery cutter in operation on Rocco Jr.’s place
with his three young sons. Note the three trenches already filled in
the back ground.The horse was Beauty, which Rocco Jr. took with
him when he moved to farm on his own. Beauty cost about $10 or
$15 in 1930 or 1931.
Lower Left: Newspaper clipping from the Rocky Mountain News,
showing Vincent’s 1st prize winning entry of pascal celery at the
Arvada Festival, September 13 or 14, 1940.
Upper Right: A view of the hotbed area where the celery plants
were sprouted and nursed until transplanting. Note the cat-tail mats
to the right, folded and stacked between the beds, the barn and
horse corral in the background, and to the left, the corrugated iron
shed, with the closed-in part (shown again in picture on page 22),
where the celery was washed.The little white structure in the
background was an outdoor two holer, offered by the WPA for
$15.00.They provided the materials and labor as a depression help
to the job-less (about 1935).
Left: Rocco Lotito, Sr. trimming celery in December. Notice the
celery in lettuce crates which were taken to the shed in the
extreme right background. Note, again the horse corral,WPA
structure, and barn in center background (about 1935).
-21All photos courtesy of Lawrence Lotito

Left: Rocco
Lotito Sr., with son
Vincent, displaying
a bunch of 12
stalks of prizewinning celery,
which is noted
behind the picture
as selling for 90
cents because of
a hard freeze
that occurred.
(probably late
1930s).
Lower right: A
trench, and mature
celery from Rocco
Lotito Jr.’s farm
on 64th and
N.Washington.

the warmth as possible. Long
poles were placed over the mats to
hold them in place from the
winds. In the morning the process
was reversed. Snow falls
complicated the process!
Seeding and Growing the Plants
After the hotbeds were
constructed, usually on good soil
that had been well fertilized from
previous years, the soil was worked
and raked over several days to an
especially fine condition. Shallow
rows, about two inches apart, were
pressed into the tilth, and the
celery seed was sprinkled down
each row. A piece of gunnysack, a
jute fiber sack in which potatoes
were usually packed, was swished
lightly back and forth over the
seeds, providing just enough
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coverage for the germination of
the celery. This was hand
dampened with a sprinkling can,
as a hose sprinkler was too
difficult to control, and the seeds
might be washed from where they
were sown. It took 10 days to two
weeks for the seeds to germinate,
and the beds had to be carefully
watched to prevent drying out.
After they came up, the
seedlings had to be thinned out to
a maximum of four or five to the
inch, and carefully watered (too
much and they would blight, with
insufficient root development).
When the plants had about match
stick thickness in early May, they
were ready for transplanting to the
open field.

Transplanting and Growing
Operations
A horse drawn cultivator drew
parallel 30 inch furrows in the
fields, which had earlier been
plowed, disked, harrowed, and
floated. When ready to transplant,
the seedlings were watered, carefully
up-rooted, and, strangely, the roots
were washed free of the hot bed
soil. This was to make the planting
operation more speedy and
manageable. With about 30,000
plants per acre, this was a
formidable task. The Lotitos usually
had 5 to 7 acres in celery. The
plants were placed in apple boxes,
covered with a wet gunny sack and
taken to the field.
Water from the Juchem ditch
was turned into several of these
furrows, say, a 100 yards long, and
when the water reached nearly to
the end, the celery planter took a
bunch of the seedlings in his left
hand, and with his right pointer
finger pushed a hole in the soil at
the water line, then took a plant,
inserted it, and in a final motion,
pushed the wet mud around the
roots. Eight inches along the
waterline, the process was repeated,
and so on. If you didn’t already
have a strong back, you soon
developed one! Finger nails wore
tissue-paper thin, and the finger
got sore. One could switch to the
middle index finger, but this was
awkward. A pistol shaped dibber
was available, a metal point with a
wooden handle, but it simply
wasn’t as fast, and was disdained.
Perhaps machismo?
As the seedlings took hold, the
furrow in which they were planted
was hoed in, and a new irrigation
furrow was cultivated down the
middle of the rows. Depending on
weather, the fields had to be
irrigated every 10 days or two

weeks. To conserve the moisture,
the rows were horse cultivated 2 or
3 days after each watering. Weeds
were hand hoed once or twice
during the season.
If the season was rainy, there
was danger of rust as the plants
matured in September. This was a
fungus invasion of the leaves and
stems, causing brown leaves and
streaks on the stalks. The plants
were sprayed with a mixture of
copper sulphate and slaked lime—
Bordeaux Mixture. This was
effective, but the entire plant had
to be misted, and the back-packed,
hand-pumped, mist sprayer had to
be carefully applied.
Harvesting and Marketing
Procedures
By late August, early September,
the plants were maturing and
a marketing decision was
necessary on whether to aim
for the Thanksgiving or Christmas
sales period.

Papered Celery For November
Thanksgiving Market
Thanksgiving celery was papered
with sheets of the Denver Post—
the tabloid form of the Rocky
Mountain News required two
sheets instead of the Post’s one.
The paperer raised all the
outspread leaves and stalks, held
them up with his shins, ankles,
and left hand, while he deftly
wrapped the paper around the
plant with his right hand, tying
the paper with cotton twine. The
worker had pre-cut 14 inch twine
segments in bundles of 120 - 240.
This was held along his left arm
with rubber bands. As he papered,
he would whip off a strand of
twine, go around the papered
celery, and tie a square knot. Soil
was heaped around the plants to
reduce air entering from the
bottom of the paper sheath.
Three to four weeks after
papering, the stalks were blanched,
and celery could be cut or

harvested. A horse drawn cutter
severed the stalks an inch or two
below the crown, but the
individual stalks had to be hand
trimmed. A sharp eight or ten
inch knife was used to cut off the
roots and sucker growth around
the main stalks, usually with three
strokes of the blade, leaving the
saleable celery to be put into a
container, and taken to the shed.
Here the celery was washed and
placed on a bench. A couple of
upright pegs held the 12 plants,
and a blue ribbon was tied around
the celery at the bottom and again
higher on the stalks. These
bunches were packed in paper
lined lettuce crates and readied
for market the next morning.
Trenched Celery For the
December Christmas Market
Christmas celery had to be
trenched, usually last of
September, first part of October.
A trench would hold about six
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rows of celery, cut about 2 inches
below the crown so that some
of the root system was retained.
This required a horse drawn
special implement, with a 20 inch
wide blade under a robust iron
frame and wheels in front, arching
over the plants so as not to
damage them.
Workers took the plants and
shook off most of the soil, placing
them in two long parallel rows,
leaving space between them for
the trench. For this, a U-shaped
steel blade, fastened under a
railroad tie beam, with cultivator
handles to the rear to steady the
implement as the horse drew it
along, loosened the soil, which was
then hand excavated. The resulting
trench was about a foot deep and
10-12 inches wide.
A team of three did the actual
trenching; one man stood in the
trench and took the celery from
the other two, one on each side,
who alternately handed him the
plants with the leaves and stalks
pulled upright. The trench man
took them and placed them in the
trench and tamped them in place
with the back of his heels. His
pant legs were tied with twine to
facilitate the action.
After the trench was filled, the
excavated soil was pushed back
against the protruding leaves, the
trench then covered with straw
and topped with chicken house
straw litter and manure, which was
supposed to decompose and
provide some heat. From the time
of trenching to the harvest in
December, the outer leaves of the
plant also decomposed and fed a
new heart growth, which was
naturally creamy white and
marvelously crisp. This was a
preferred product to the papered
celery, which was not so much
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new growth, but blanched by
cutting off the sunlight from
the stalks.
Harvesting the trenched celery
was sometimes a very cold job.
Because of the decomposed outer
leaves, it was a rather slimy job,
and when it was cold, one’s hands
became numb. Rocco Sr. used to
exhort his sons to work longer,
saying, “If you can put your finger
tips together, you can still work.”
Both products were rather
unique. We believed the
Arvada/Wheatridge area was the
pascal celery center for the
country. A prime bunch of the
celery was usually sent to the
White House for Christmas by
one of the shippers. A great deal
of pride was associated with
having the best celery.
Vincent Lotito won the blue
ribbon first prize at the Arvada
Harvest Festival September 13 -14,
1940. This was celery that had
obviously been papered in early
August to be ready for the festival.

World War II was now raging,
and the very labor intensive crop
was abandoned because it simply
became too expensive to grow.
During the 30s, the hired hands
were paid $1.25 to $1.50 per day!
With men called up into the
military, shortage of labor caused
wages to go up. Other crops which
could be better managed with
machinery took over. The Lotitos
chose carrots as the primary crop,
although Rocco Lotito Jr. moved
with his wife and children to a
farm at 64th and N. Washington,
continuing to grow celery in the
old way through at least the 1940s.
Two or three small farmers still
cultivate and harvest the trenched
celery for the Christmas market.
Joe Calabrese and his son, Joe, Jr.,
do this in the old fashioned way,
at 5280 Carr Street in Arvada. And
it tastes just as marvelous as ever!
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Fires, Floods and Dams:
The North Fork
Historic District Struggles
Against the Odds
Hwy 285

Darkened area along the river
indicates location of the North
Fork Historic District.

by Kris Christensen
For a number of years, the towns
along the North Fork National
Register Historic District have
been through a rough time. First a
battle with the Denver Water
Department against the Two Forks
Dam that would have put the
towns of Buffalo Creek, South
Platte, Foxton and others under
water, much as the Dillon reservoir
now covers the original town site
of Dillon.
After the Buffalo Creek fires
that burned acres of forest and
dislocated many from their homes,
the floods that came after the fire
threatened to wash away what was
left. Buffalo Creek survives today

because of the tenacity
of those who live there
and have rebuilt their
homes and have saved
historic structures.
The North Fork
Historic District faces additional
threats to its history. As one of the
earliest districts in Colorado to be
placed on the National Register of
Historic Places, in September of
1974, it lacks the documentation
that would be required should it
be placed on the National Register
today. Since documentation is the
first line of defense for an historic
structure, the Jefferson County
Historical Commission has formed
a partnership with Colorado
Preservation, Inc. to do an initial

photographic
survey to
document
the area.
This survey
will be used
as a tool for a future detailed
structural survey of the entire
district, which will include
building inventory forms with
historic background documentation for each structure in the
district. It is hoped that the
Jefferson County Historical
Commission will be able to apply
for State Historic Funds to finish
the documentation of the district,
before any historic sites are lost.
Vandalism and neglect remain
an issue in the district. As a result
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The Westall Monument (left) and the South
Platte Hotel (below) have spurred the Jefferson
County Historical Commission to begin an
endangered places list to identify sites in the
county that are threatened and could be lost
forever.This list will help develop preservation
priorities for the county, and solicit help from
concerned citizens. Secondly, they have been
nominated to the Colorado’s Most Endangered
Places list, sponsored by Colorado Preservation,
Inc., so they can receive additional support to
save these sites and raise statewide awareness
about the threats to the North Fork Historic
District. Please contact the Jefferson County
Historical Commission (at 303-271-8446) if
you know of an endangered site in the county,
or would like to help save these important
county and state historic places.

of the initial survey, two important
historic sites have been identified
that need immediate attention. The
first is the South Platte Hotel,
which was constructed at about
the time the railroad was laid
through the area in 1878. Featured
on the front cover of the
Commission’s history of Jefferson
County, From Scratch, the hotel
was a stopping point for many
railroad travelers. The hotel is
wood sided, with a charming and
very western wooden false front,
typical of the construction of the
period. But don’t let the simplicity
of the South Platte Hotel diminish
its significance. It is one of the few
remaining buildings of its type in
Jefferson County. Owned by the
Denver Water Board, it has fallen
into neglect and disuse. The front
porch is nearly gone, and the
interior of the building is
continually damaged by vagrants
and vandals.
The other historic site in the
district that is in immediate
jeopardy is the Westall Monument.
Jefferson County history buffs
know the story of the brave
railroad engineer who sacrificed his
life to save his passengers. While
-26-

en route to Denver,
Westall discovered that the
tracks ahead were blocked.
Instead of leaping to
safety, he did his best to
stop the train before it hit
the hazard. A monument
stands today in the North
Fork Historic Discrict,
near the railroad line
where he met his fate.
Unfortunately, the
monument also sits in the
f lood plain of the South
Platte river.This has caused
the large granite
monument to sink and
lean. The monument is
separating from its
foundation and needs
immediate attention.
Although most historic
preservationists do not
advocate moving buildings
or historic sites, this could
be the best solution for the
monument. Damage to the
monument will only
continue should it stay
in its current, unstable location.
Like the South Platte Hotel, this
monument sits on property that
the Denver Water Board owns, and
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would be threatened should
the Two Forks Dam be approved
and built.

The Story of Billy Westall
and the Westall Monument
By Milly Roeder
Some time ago, a traveler from
Arkansas drove along the popular
North Fork of the South Platte
River. About halfway through the
canyon, near where the Dome
Rock railroad station used to be,
he discovered a huge monument
with WESTALL incised on
it. His curiosity was
raised and he asked
himself, “Who
might be so
important to be
buried here?”
Like many
others, he
looked up and
saw the medallion
of polished blue
granite with the
letters A.O.U.W.
engraved in and around a
crest over an anchor. On the
upper edge he saw written
“CHARITY, HOPE AND
PROTECTION,” and on the lower
one, “Tell my wife I died thinking
of her.” The traveler may not have
seen the incision on the grasscovered back of the monument
toward the river with the name of
the manufacturer of the stones,
“BAHAY & BOHM, DENVER.”
The traveler began to ask around,
but didn’t get too many answers.
Most were pretty vague. One man
told him that he didn’t know
much about the monument,

but that he rode the train to
Denver as a child.
The traveler wasn’t the only one
to wonder about the mysterious
assembly of hewn granitic rocks
that sits so dangerously close to
the river bank. Many others, like
fishermen, occasional tourists, or

curious historians, couldn’t satisfy
their curiosity, either. Dr. James
King of Evergreen heard some wild
story of a man from England who
said, “I am told on good authority,
that this is a grave of a guy named
A.O.U. Westall, who used to own
a humongous chunk of land
around here.” Another one told
him, “that the huge stone marked
the vanished town of Westall, and
the rock was the cornerstone of
the town hall.”

Then one day our traveler
historian was having “lunch in a
restaurant in Shawnee, (where) a
man told (him) the story about a
rock slide, the death of an
engineer, and his dying words.”
That brings us closer to the
real story.
On a summer afternoon a
hundred years ago, on August
28, 1898, Billy Westall, the
engineer of the Denver,
South Park and Pacific
Railroad, was guiding
his train with about
450 travelers back to
Denver, after what
must have been a
delightful day in the
mountains. Some
passengers had
boarded the train in
Pine. But before
arriving at the Dome
Rock Station, where more
people were waiting for their
ride home, Billy Westall discovered
piles of sand and gravel covering
the tracks. A cloudburst to the
north had washed out the valley
of a small stream that fed into the
river. Loyal to his human freight
and trying to avoid a disaster,
Westall slowed the train to
decrease the impact. His fireman
jumped to safety just in time. The
train hit the pile of debris and
keeled over, and the engineer was
pinned in, seriously injured. His
excursionists got away scared and
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later were taken home to Denver by
another train. John L. Green of
Buffalo Creek recalls that Westall “was
taken back to Buffalo,” and, “he died
of his injuries later that night in the
Buffalo depot.” While in the arms of
his fireman “Buddy” John Nichols,
Billy Westall uttered his last words,
“Tell my wife I died thinking of her.”
William G. Westall, who was
popular with his passengers, his crew
and the people along his route, was
buried at Riverside Cemetery.
A year later, on September 4, 1899,
Westall’s comrades of the A.O.U.W.,
the Ancient Order of United
Workmen, erected the impressive
monument for him. Nearly all of the
officers of the grand lodge were
expected to take part in the
ceremonies of unveiling the
monument. Former passengers came
by special train to pay their respects,
together with a band and a men’s
quartet. Caterers from Denver took
care of refreshments. Locomotive
engineers from the South Park
Division also planned to come. John
D. Vaughn expressed his thoughts for
all with his poem, which, according to
Dr. James King, was set in music and
recorded by a WPA folk music project
in 1935. Unfortunately, the recording
was lost in a fire in 1953.
News about the incident soon
spread throughout Jefferson County,
the state, and even the country. For
many years, school kids heard the tale
from their grandmothers. By erecting
the monument, William Westall’s
friends tried to bring the memory of
this heroic man and his tragedy to
people’s minds. But there is no sign
on the monument to tell the story to
the travelers and other curious people.
Not only is the story of Westall
and the monument intriguing. For
years, people have been concerned
about the safety of the monument
itself. Although the beautiful,
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rusticated granite surface shows little
sign of deterioration or destruction,
and motorized intruders are kept at
bay by boulders placed along the
road, the real threat comes from
repeated floods that are washing out
the ground, especially after the forest
fire of 1996 near Buffalo Creek. The
monument is without a foundation
and sits on soggy, unstable soil. The
individual stones, of which it was
assembled, have come apart. The
monument is tilting toward the river
Photos by Milly Roeder

The Westall monument sits in the flood
plain of the South Platte River, which
has caused the large granite monument
to sink and lean.The monument is
separating from its foundation and
needs immediate attention.

and threatening to fall into the water,
and is thus a hazard to unsuspecting
fishermen or playing children. In
addition, if thrashing waters should
knock the monument to the ground,
vandalism would be the next threat.
Letters and articles have been
written about the monument in the
flood plain of the North Fork. All are
concerned about its history and its
future. Many have suggested how to
rescue and restore it. Some want it
near Westall’s grave in the Riverside
Cemetery, others would like to see it

in an open air museum. However,
both ideas would take the monument
out of the historic context in which it
should remain. The best
recommendation, to secure and
restore the monument and retain the
integrity of its original environment,
was made by Ken Noteman of the
Jefferson County Historical Society.
He proposes to temporarily move the
monument to a safer place while
constructing a suitable foundation—
then reinstall the monument in its
original location. A suitable marker to
identify the site also should be added.
The accident took place one
hundred years ago. Next year is the
one-hundredth anniversary of the
erection and dedication of the
monument for Billy Westall. What a
fitting time to restore and preserve
the monument for the celebration
and remembrance of this heroic man.
Fishermen, playing children,
occasional travelers, and curious
historians would surely be grateful,
and an important piece of Jefferson
County history would be preserved.
I would like to thank Brian Lang, curator at
the Jefferson County Historical Society in
Evergreen, for his untiring assistance with the
research for this article. MR
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History and Historic Preservation
by Mark Wolfe
History and historic preservation are
related but distinctly different ideas.
Yet these differences are rarely
articulated, and have caused
confusion among applicants for
grants from the
State Historical
Fund (SHF). The
SHF funds historic
preservation
projects; general
history projects
rarely meet the
criteria.
While most
people have a basic
understanding of
what is meant by the word
“history,” this is not
necessarily true of the term
“historic preservation.” The
study of history encompasses
such broad concepts as ideas,
beliefs, and culture. By
contrast, historic preservation
relates to a specific and
tangible class of history, that
is, historic places. Whether it
be a historic building, an entire
historic town, an archaeological ruin,
or the site of an important event,
when we talk about historic
preservation, what is being preserved
is always a historic place.
Misunderstandings arise because the
term “historic preservation” really is a
shortened version of what should, in
fact, be called “the preservation of
historic places.” The grounding of
historic preservation in the land, and
the concept that its very essence has
to do with historic sites and places, is
absolutely essential to any

understanding of what historic
preservation is all about.
The State Historical Fund might
more appropriately have been called
the Colorado Historic Preservation
Fund, since its use is reserved for
“historic preservation purposes.”

structures, or objects that are united
in some way—for example, the
buildings that make up a fort
complex, or a neighborhood of
houses constructed during a defined
period of time that retain their
architectural integrity. “Sites” are
locations where
Photos by Milly Roeder
significant events or
Historic preservation
activities occurred; the
places themselves have
relates to a specific
value regardless of the
and tangible class
fact that any
associated buildings
of history, that is,
may no longer exist.
historic places.
This term commonly
refers to archaeological sites.
“Buildings,” such as
barns, houses, or city
halls, are constructions created to shelter
human activity.
“Structures”—bridges,
carousels, or fences,
for example—are
construction other
than those made for
human shelter. The
most often misunderAlthough “historic preservation” is
stood term is
not specifically defined in the state
“objects,” artistic or small-scale
legislation, the appropriate definition
constructions, such as mileposts,
can be found in the National Historic
fountains, or monuments associated
Preservation Act of 1966, which states
with a specific setting or environthat “the term ‘historic preservation’
ment. In order to be the subject of
includes the protection, rehabilitation,
historic preservation activity, such
restoration, and reconstruction of
objects should be in their original
districts, sites, buildings, structures,
location or in a setting related to
and objects significant in American
their significant historic use.
history, architecture, archaeology, or
These terms define the parameters
culture.” Each of these terms has a
within which the State Historical
precise technical meaning.
Fund must operate. The SHF
“Districts” refers to significant
enabling law states that activities
concentrations of sites, buildings,
eligible for funding fall within four
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categories. The first is “the
identification, evaluation,
documentation, study, and marking of
historic buildings, structures, objects
or culture of this state, and the
official designation of such
properties.” The second section
permits the use of the SHF in “the
excavation, stabilization, restoration,
rehabilitation, reconstruction, or
acquisition of such designated
properties.” Note that “designated
properties” refers to the requirement
that properties be placed in the state
or national registers of historic places,
or designated through a local land
marking program, before SHF can be
used to do work on them. The third
category permits SHF use for
education and training “on how to
plan for and accommodate the
preservation of” historic places.
Finally, the SHF can be used in the
“preparation, production, distribution,
presentation of educational,
informational, and technical
documents, guidance, and aids
on historic preservation practices,
standards, guidelines, techniques,
economic incentives, protective
mechanisms, and historic
preservation planning.”
Within these definitions, many
important historic preservation
projects can receive SHF assistance.
For example, state inventory forms
may help identify historic properties,
which will then determine whether or
not a certain neighborhood could
meet the requirements for being listed
in the National Register of Historic
Places. A system of markers could be
developed to bring attention to
historic buildings in a particular
district. A study could be done of
historic log buildings in a given
Colorado county. Or a nomination
might be prepared to add an
architecturally significant gas station
to the State Register. A historic hotel
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building could be rehabilitated for use
as housing. An archaeological site
might be tested to determine whether
or not it would warrant further
investigation. A walking tour
handbook could be developed to
guide visitors through an historic
commercial district. A brochure on
proper maintenance of historic homes
could be written and distributed to
the residents of a neighborhood. An
exhibit might be designed and
installed at a town hall, showcasing
successful preservation projects in
that community. A class on proper
conservation of historic masonry
buildings might be offered at a
community college. The possibilities
for historic preservation projects are
almost endless.
General history projects, on the
other hand, do not typically qualify
for SHF grants. As opposed to
specifically defined terms used above,
the word “history” simply refers to
the study of the past. Many potential
projects involving the study of
previous eras do not fall within the
strict parameters established by the
SHF legislation: for example, the
development of a written or video
history of a particular community in
Colorado. This project would most
likely not qualify for funding through
the SHF, except to the extent that it
would educate the public about the
benefits of preserving historic places.
Oral histories are another example of
a type of projects that ordinarily does
not qualify for funding by the SHF,
except to the extent that they provide
valuable information regarding
specific historic properties that will
assist in the preservation of those
properties. Projects involving cultural
activities, such as traditional foods, or
arts and crafts, are also not included
within the intent of the SHF enabling
law. The interpretation of natural sites
may be funded, but only if the sites

are strongly associated with
prehistoric or historic events. The
SHF may be used to curate
photographs of historic properties,
but cannot be used to curate
portraits. And, due to the rigid
definition of the word “object,”
projects involving artifacts in museum
collections generally cannot be
funded because the artifacts have
been removed from the setting in
which they were used.
This is not to say that such
projects are unimportant. Oral
histories, for example, can provide us
with extremely important perspectives
on life in times past. And craft
projects can give us a tangible link
with Colorado’s diverse cultures. But
because the State Historical Fund was
created as a part of the legislation of
gambling in three historic
communities, gambling activity and
the preservation of historic buildings
and places are interrelated. The SHF
was created to educate the people of
Colorado about the value of
preserving historic places and to assist
local governments with their own
preservation projects.
These restrictions on the use of
SHF grants have been in place since
the creation of the program, but were
not clearly stated in the past. Many
applicants were not familiar with
the statutory authority under which
the program operates, and did not
understand why their project did not
qualify for funding. The Archaeology
and Historic Preservation Committee
of the Board of Directors of the
Colorado Historical Society has
adopted new language clarifying these
policies, which now appear in the latest
version of the SHF application handbook. For a copy of the latest application handbook, call 303-866-2825.
Mark Wolfe is the State Historical Fund
Projects Manager. This article was published in
“Colorado History Now” in February 1998.

MUSEUMS

IN JEFFERSON COUNTY
THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
QUILT MUSEUM

enjoyed the museum last year.
Members and visitors come from
all over the world.

quilts from across the country.
Quilt styles range from traditional
to contemporary to art quilts.
The Rocky Mountain
The RMQM is a
Quilt Museum is one
self-supporting, notof six quilt museums in
for-profit
the country devoted
organization funded
exclusively to the art of
by membership,
quilting. It was created
admission, grants,
as a depository for
fund raising, gift
American quilts, to
shop sales and
preserve the art of
donations.
quilting and to educate
Outreach programs
and stimulate the
bring quilts and
appreciation and
quilting to many
understanding of quilts.
people who might
The museum
not come to the
organization was
museum.
founded in 1982 by
The short history
Eugenia Mitchell, a
is blended with a
longtime resident of
lustrous future.
Golden. The initial
Every aspect of
collection was
organization growth
established by her
is apparent.
donation of 100 quilts
Modern quilters are
made and collected by
utilizing new
her. In 1990, a facility
products, fabrics
at 1111 Washington
and techniques as
Avenue in Golden,
they integrate the
opened for the
respected traditions
preservation and
of historical
exhibition of the quilts.
quilters. The hard,
Photo Courtesy of Rocky Mountain Quilt Museum
An eleven-member
technical world of
“Golden Colorado Quilt.” The Rocky Mountain Quilt
Museum
exhibits
25
quilts
every
two
months.
Styles
range
board of directors runs
the Information
from contemporary to traditional art.
the non-profit museum.
Age is
An administrator and fifty
In 1998, a second exhibit gallery
complemented by the soft,
volunteers manage and operate the
was opened. Twenty-five quilts are
personal world of quilts. Therein
museum and the gift shop. During
exhibited every two months.
lies the strength of quilting’s
1997, the membership of the
During the first years of
future. For more information call:
museum passed 400, and the quilts
operation, most of the quilts on
303-277-0377.
in the permanent collection
display were from the collection.
number 200. Nearly 11,000 visitors
Exhibits now consist of loaned
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THE BUFFALO BILL
MUSEUM AND GRAVE
“He’s not really buried here, is
he?” That’s probably the most
asked question by visitors to
Jefferson County. The burial of
William F. "Buffalo Bill” Cody on
Lookout Mountain after his death
in 1917 prompted years of
controversy. Citizens in Wyoming
and Nebraska, places that also
claimed Buffalo Bill, started
rumors that he wasn’t buried in
Colorado and even threatened to
steal his body. Today, many visitors
to the area still don’t believe that
Buffalo Bill is really somewhere
under the several tons of concrete
that mark his grave.
But Buffalo Bill is indeed buried
in Jefferson County. Even though
some citizens of Colorado’s
neighboring states to the north
and east refuse to acknowledge it,
Buffalo Bill Cody specifically
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asked to be buried on Lookout
Mountain. According to his
widow Louisa, Cody admired the
spectacular view. From the grave
site, visitors can enjoy the two
landscapes that played such a
great part in his life: the Rocky
Mountains and the Great Plains.
The location
was ideal for a
showman;
Denver’s
population was
over 100,000
and growing.
Perhaps Cody
also foresaw
Colorado’s
popularity
as a tourist
destination.
Since 1917,
literally
millions of
visitors have
made a
pilgrimage
to Buffalo Bill’s
grave, which is
now the third
most visited
Colorado site.

The Buffalo Bill Museum was
started in 1921, just four years
after Buffalo Bill was buried on
Lookout Mountain. Johnny Baker,
a marksman with the Wild West
shows and a foster son of Buffalo
Bill’s, began the Museum to house
mementoes from Buffalo Bill’s life
and the Wild West shows. Because
of his relationship to Buffalo Bill,
he was able to collect many items
from Cody’s life. Baker built the
rustic lodge, which he called Pahaska
Tepee, for the museum collection
as well as a gift shop and a
restaurant. In 1979, the historical
artifacts were moved into a separate
museum building on the property.
Pahaska Tepee, the original 1921
building, continued to serve as a
gift shop and restaurant.
Today’s visitors to Buffalo Bill’s
grave can learn about Cody’s life
and times in the Buffalo Bill
Museum, which is a modern
facility that meets current national
museum standards. In fact, during
1997, it was one of only two
museums in Colorado recognized
by the Institute of Museum
Services for its excellence in
programs and operations. Exhibits

THE COLORADO SCHOOL
OF MINES GEOLOGY
MUSEUM

Photos Courtesy of Buffalo Bill Museum

in the Museum explore such topics
as historic firearms, women of the
Wild West show, and Buffalo Bill’s
life. A special temporary exhibit
will open on September 27, 1998,
and run through September of
1999. Entitled “A Century of
Celebrity Cowboy hats,” it will
feature hats from people who have
established and maintained the
cowboy hat as a unique American
Symbol. The exhibit will include
hats from Will Rogers, Charles
Russell, Hopalong Cassidy, Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans, Ronald
Reagan, Richard Petty, Tom Selleck,
and many other celebrities.
The hundredth anniversary of
Buffalo Bill’s death will occur in

less than 20 years. By then, a few
things will have changed. There
will be a new museum building (to
be built shortly after 2000),
exhibits will include interactive
holograms, and visitors will be
able to do research at computer
stations. But one thing will stay
the same. Buffalo Bill’s body will
be right where it’s always been
since 1917: on top of Lookout
Mountain.
The Buffalo Bill Museum is
listed in the National Register of
Historic Places within the Lookout
Mountain Park of the Denver
Mountain Parks system.
For information call: 303-526-0747.

William F. “Buffalo
Bill” Cody (far left)
was buried on
Lookout Mountain
in 1917 (above). His
burial prompted
years of controversy
—many visitors to
the area still don’t
believe that he is
really somewhere
under the several
tons of concrete
that mark his grave
(left).

In 1874, when the Colorado
Territorial Legislature created a
School of Mines, an energetic,
prolific and creative man, named
Arthur Lakes, was hired to teach
geology and drawing, a course he
also offered to the ladies of
Golden. He is remembered today
for finding dinosaurs near
Morrison, Colorado in 1878 (thus
helping to precipitate the famous
“Bone Wars” between O.C. Marsh
of Yale University and E.D. Cope
of the Philadelphia Academy of
Science). But Lakes also worked
with the U.S.Geological Survey,
was an early member of the
Colorado Scientific Society, wrote
numerous papers on Colorado
geology and was an editor for the
journal of Mining Science.
Happily, he also founded the
Colorado School of Mines
Geology Museum. In his day, the
“museum” was a cabinet of
mineral specimens displayed for
the edification of students and the
enjoyment of guests to the
campus. Today, the Geology
Museum has a collection of over
50,000 minerals, gems, fossils,
mining artifacts and rocks that are
used in exhibits, for teaching and
for research.
In the early days, the Museum
collections were wandering around,
following the Geology Department
from building to building until the
display collection was finally
packed up sometime in the 1920s
for lack of a good exhibit space.
When the WPA built Berthoud
Hall to house the Geology and
Geophysics Departments, the west
wing was designed for the Geology
Museum. Under the triumphant
-33-

Photo by Milly Roeder

The Geology Museum, above, is located at
16th and Maple Streets in Golden. It has a
collection of over 50,000 minerals, gems,
fossils, mining artifacts and rocks, as for
example the metal miner’s carbide lamp
at left and the fossilized fish at right.

guidance of J. Harlan Johnson, the
Museum moved into its new home
in 1940, and the exhibit collection
was unpacked for the first time in
eighteen years. The minerals were
hardly out of their storage crates,
though, when the U.S. Army took
over the building for the duration
of World War II!
Today the museum curates and
displays mineral collections from
the Colorado Scientific Society,
Colorado Bureau of Mines,
Colorado Historical Society, and
University of Colorado as well as
its own collections from the
Colorado mining history, gems
and precious metals, Wyoming and
-34-

Photos courtesy of Colorado School of Mines Geology Museum

Chinese jade, and the Thomas
Allen Mine Light collection. There
are exhibits about Earth history,
evolution, groundwater, and local
geology. Visitors can stroll through
replicas of the Clear Creek Cave
and an old gold mine, while
children have their very own
corner for activities that include
drawing on the wall.
Each year up to 15,000
visitors, including school children,
scouts, seniors and campers take
guided group tours of the
Geology Museum. Many more
enjoy materials that can be
borrowed from the museum
for classroom use.

Visitors are welcome anytime
the Geology Museum is open:
9:00 am-4:00 pm Monday-Saturday
(year-round) and 1:00-4:00 pm
Sunday (during the school year).
Admission is free. For information
call: 303-273-3815.
DINOSAUR RIDGE
To stand beside a dinosaur trackway is awesome. They were HERE—
right in Denver’s backyard millions
of years ago, and we can see and
study them today. Then, too, just
by driving from the east side of the
Dinosaur Ridge to the west side,
you can be back 50 million years

In 1994, the Friends moved to
16831 W. Alameda Parkway, when
Jefferson County purchased
the Wagner Ranch. The
land is leased to
the City of

more
to the
Jurassic age where
a river piled dinosaur
bones in a sandbar. What a
vast time span a now short one
mile walk can show us!
This glimpse of time inspired
the very small group of people late
in the fall of 1988 that formed a
501[c][3] non-profit group, Friends
of Dinosaur Ridge. Their one
common goal was to protect and
preserve the natural resource of
Dinosaur Ridge while giving
educational and recreational
information to the general public.
This unique area is a great
heritage for Jefferson County
and Colorado.

Morrison
and subleased
to the Friends who
are required to maintain,
sustain, upgrade and improve
the land and its buildings for
public use. The result is the
Dinosaur Ridge Visitor Center.
The Visitor Center and the
grounds are now renovated to
serve the public as a meeting place
for tours, an information center

for visitors and a small souvenir
shop called Dinosaur Hunters.
The center is open year round,
weather permitting, from 9am to
4pm Monday through Friday, 9am
to 5pm Saturday and from noon
to 5pm on Sundays. There is no
charge for admission. Tours, which
must be prescheduled, are $25 for
up to 12 people; the fee is
$2/person for over 12
people. Children
three years and
under are
free.

For more
information
call: 303-697-3466
Come see Denver’s dinosaurs!
Photo by Milly Roeder

The Dinosaur Ridge visitors center, (below) serves the
public as a meeting place for tours of the dinosaur
tracks (above) along the hogback near Morrison.
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JEFFERSON COUNTY
Louise F. Turner—Community Leader
Louise F. Turner was the first
municipal clerk of the city of
Wheat Ridge. She served for over
twelve years as clerk at the
beginning of the city’s history.
Louise was born on January 25,
1925, in LaCrosse, Wisconsin. She
earned her B.A. in
language, geology and
education at the
University of
Colorado, where she
met her husband,
Jerry. They moved to
Wheat Ridge in 1950.
Interested in the
incorporation of
Wheat Ridge, Louise’s
work with a citizens
group led to a
favorable vote in June
1969. During this
time she wrote the
“Story of the
Incorporation of
Wheat Ridge,” to
document that
process. She was
named the Sentinel
newspaper’s “Woman
of the Year” in 1969.
Turner consistently
fought to preserve
residential
neighborhoods and
increase open space.
She played an integral
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part in preserving the Fruitdale
School (established in 1884) and
Columbia Heights School (built
in 1925).
Louise Turner served on the
Jefferson County Fairground’s
Board, the Wheat Ridge Animal

Control Commission, the Jefferson
County Recreation Trails
Commission, the Jefferson County
Horseman’s Association, the Wheat
Ridge Livestock Association, and
the Herpetological Society. She
was a founder and charter member
of the Wheat
Ridge Historical
Society. Turner coauthored the
museum
pamphlets
“Wonders of
Wood Stove
Days,” “Fruitdale
School, Its First
100 Years” and the
booklet “1976 In
Wheatridge,
Colorado,” which
records the
CentennialBicentennial
activities.
Louise Turner is
the embodiment
of the active,
involved citizen,
working and
volunteering in the
community. She
was elected to the
Jefferson County
Hall of Fame on
November 14, 1998.

Photo courtesy of Louise Turner

HALL OF FAME
Georgina E. Brown—Journalist and Author
Georgina E. Brown was born in
Leadville, February 24, 1909, where
her father owned and operated a
drug store. The family moved to
Denver, where she attended East
High School. She majored in
journalism at the University of
Colorado and in 1929
married Ross Brown, an
outstanding football
player at what was then
Colorado A&M.
They first lived in
Lakewood and Georgina
went to work for the
Jefferson County
Republican, a weekly
newspaper covering all
of Jefferson County.
Later she became chief
reporter for the Golden
Outlook, another weekly,
and also contributed to
the Golden Transcript.
During her long years as
a journalist, ranging
through the Depression
Era, World War II and
the exciting events
leading into the Space
Age, Georgina also
freelanced for Denver
radio and television
stations, helping cover
such major stories as the kidnapmurder of Adolph Coors III. She
was, without a doubt, the most
highly respected, honest and
admired journalist to cover the
many activities at the old
courthouse in Golden, from
county commissioners meetings,
zoning matters, to the daily

schedules of district and county
courts.
In 1946, the Browns bought an
original mountain cabin in the
Mount Vernon Country Club area,
which the couple renovated and
improved over the years. Georgina

with Denver in between and
Lookout Mountain a stepping
stone into the blue, blue yonder.”
The Browns were avid horsemen
and performed on local theatrical
productions at the old YMCA
Camp, the Rockland Church and
Ralston School during
the 1970s. Gina loved to
listen to Lucian Ralston
tell her stories of his
youth. Her book, The
Shining Mountains, is
the most comprehensive
history of Jefferson
County (available at
Jefferson County
libraries).
When Ross retired in
1974, the Browns moved
to Leadville, where they
bought a house just a
few doors away from
Georgina’s childhood
home. She became active
in the Lake County
Historical Society and
was correspondent for
the Pueblo Chieftain.
Georgina also compiled
the book Victorian
Nostalgia, A Look at
Leadville’s Homes of
Fortune, a guide to the
Photo courtesy of Joanne Jefferies
wrote the following description of
town’s historic homes and
the views in her book Mount
buildings. When Ross died in 1990,
Vernon Country Clubhouse, Then
Georgina moved to Sterling,
and Now. “Genesee Mountain,
Colorado, to be near her daughter
with its overlay of dark pine
and three grandchildren.
commands the scene to the south,
Georgina E. Brown died
and the plains spread out through
November 26, 1997. She was
Mt. Morrison’s saddle to the
elected to the Jefferson County Hall
southeast, ...is the end of the world
of Fame on November 14, 1998.
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JEFFERSON COUNTY HISTORICAL COMMISSION NEWS
PLACENAMES
Kevin Rucker reported progress with the
entries for the Jefferson County
Placenames Directory. Since the first of
June, Kevin and three research assistants
have expanded the placename database to
over 2100.They anticipate the final total
to be close to 2500 placename entries.
Jennifer Detwiler of Red Rocks
Community College and Maria Todd of
the University of Colorado at Denver will
receive Public History college credit for
their work on the placenames database.
Richard Gardner, a paid research assistant
and a UCD graduate history student is
completing his Master’s thesis on a new
history of Jefferson County. Gardner,
a lifelong resident of Golden and a
member of the Golden Landmark
Association, will focus on Golden’s
historic sites and structures,
Several historical organizations in
Jefferson County have been contacted to
help compile and edit placename entry
listings.They include: Hiwan Homestead
Museum, Lakewood Heritage Center, and
the Wheat Ridge Historical Park. Archival
resources that Rucker and his assistants
are presently using include the Colorado
Historical Society’s Office for
Archaeology and Historic Preservation,
the Stephen Hart Library, the Colorado
Department of Natural Resources’ Office
of Active and Inactive Mines, the State of
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Photo taken in Pine, Colorado in 1908
Courtesy of Jefferson County Historical Society

Colorado Archives, the Western History
Department of the Denver Public Library,
the Jefferson County Library system, CU
Boulder’s Norlin Library, the Auraria
Library, the Colorado School of Mines’
Arthur Lakes Library, the Colorado
Railroad Museum, Jefferson County Open
Space, Jefferson County Clerk and
Recorder’s Office, and the Jefferson
County Archives.
The Scientific and Cultural Facilities
District (SCFD) awarded one-half of the
project’s grant request.The project
currently has two thirds of the $18,000
needed to complete research, editing, and
publication of the Jefferson County
Placenames Directory.Two more grant
applications have been submitted for
about $6,500.
The Jefferson County Historical
Commission’s Placenames Committee
met the first Monday of every month in
the Buffalo Bill Room at the Jefferson
County Courthouse. Project updates
were presented and discussed.The
compilation of placenames entries was
completed in September 1998.The editing
will begin with the selection of the
directory's historic and current
photographs. This phase is critical to
ensure a professional product. The
advice and expertise of the Historical
Commission members and local historians
will be needed and welcomed.

(continued from page 1)

JEFFERSON COUNTY
HISTORICAL COMMISSION
MEETINGS
The Jefferson County Historical
Commission meets at the first Monday
every month at 1 P.M. in the Buffalo
Bill Room at the Jefferson County
government building. Meetings are open
to the public. The Commission will be
exploring its role for the year 2000.
CATHERINE DITTMAN
(continued from contents page)

She contributed to newspapers and
magazines, such as The Canyon Courier,
High Timber Times, Evergreen, and
Corridor West.
Catherine Dittman added many
original materials to the collections in
the Western History Department of
the Denver Public Library and to the
Jefferson County Historical Society.
She was chosen for the Jefferson County
Hall of Fame in 1980.
Catherine Dittman died in her 94th
year on June 18, 1998.

FRANCIS RIZZARI
(continued from contents page)

In 1966, together with Charles Ryland
and Dick Ronzio, Francis Rizzari
published Crofutt's Gripsack Guide
1885, a rare Colorado Guidebook.
Francis Brouse Rizzari died, 87 years old,
on August 18, 1998.

NATIONAL
REGISTER OF
HISTORIC
PLACES
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By the turn of the century, most historic business buildings were of vernacular brickwork,
such as the Nolan Block at the corner of Grandview Avenue and Webster Stree in Arvada.

OLDE TOWN ARVADA
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Before Arvada’s first settlement
existed, Lewis Ralston and a group
of Georgia prospectors who were
en route to California, stopped at
the site of today’s downtown
Arvada and found gold in Ralston
Creek on June 22, 1850. Ralston
came back eight years later, with
another group and, again, found
some gold, but not enough to
turn a profit. However, several
newcomers discovered that
supplying the mining camps in the
counties to the west was good
business. In the late 1860s,
“Ralston’s Point” had grown into
an agricultural community, where a

school, a church and a number of
business structures were built.
By 1870, the Colorado Central
Railroad was constructed through
the area, and the Ralston
settlement changed its name to
Arvada. Two pioneers, Benjamin F.
Wadsworth and Louis Reno drew
up a plat between Ralston Road
and Grandview from north to
south and from Yukon to Upham
from west to east and created
today’s downtown core. Agriculture
and the railroads became the basis
for a service and supply center for
the surrounding farming area.
More businesses came to the
town by the 1890s; a lumber yard,
a bank, two blacksmiths, two
carpenters, a general store, a

doctor, and many others were
added. The buildings at the core
of old Arvada included significant
historic residences, many in the
Queen Anne style. By the turn of
the century, most historic business
buildings were of vernacular
brickwork. Three important
historic churches, the Arvada
Flour mill, and the oldest Grange
hall in Colorado also found their
place in Arvada.
As the automobile increased its
popularity in the early twentieth
century, the town adapted its
appearance to the requirements of
transportation. Art Moderne style
arrived in Arvada with streamlined
exterior walls, curved corners,
ribbons of windows, glass block
-39-

window panels and stepped
setbacks, of which the Arvada
Electric Company Building, a
funeral home at 7510 W. 57th
Avenue and the First National
Bank of Arvada at 7530
Grandview Avenue are examples.
By 1947, the Craig-Frederick
Chevrolet Building attracted its
customers with an Art Moderne
style brick building.
The Arvada Downtown
Historic District, which extends
from Ralston Road to Grandview
Avenue, and also includes
buildings around the railroad
tracks and the area from Yukon to
Teller Streets, was added to the
National Register of Historic
Places on July 15, 1998.
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ROCKY FLATS PLANT
The Rocky Flats Plant is situated
on 6,255 acres in the midst of
open space and ranch land in
northern Jefferson County. It is
on a plateau between the western
edge of the Great Plains and the
eastern slopes of the Front Range
of the Rocky Mountains, 16 miles
northwest of Denver and 12 miles
north of Golden. Rare natural
habitats of the Colorado
Piedmont ecosystem have
developed there, perhaps because
the site is surrounded by a security
zone to prevent unwanted
intrusion. Between 1964 and 1989,
the plant processed nuclear and
non-nuclear materials for weapons
production and material recovery.
Construction of several
buildings of the plant started

between 1951 and 1953. By
November 1952, 1,081 people
worked in four different sections
that were kept distinctly separate
from each other. Different types of
work took place in each section.
Each section contained its own
cafeteria and employees were
required to follow strict rules of
security, such as not talking about
their work to friends, family, or
even co-workers in different
departments. Employees parked
their cars in a lot outside the
plant and rode shuttle busses
inside.
Between 1956 and 1965, the
plant had two substantial
expansions, and construction of
numerous buildings continued
until the 1990s. In 1975, the
potential for a nuclear accident
close to the Denver metropolitan

Left: The Rocky
Flats Plant was a
major center for
the production of
the US military’s
atomic weapons
and was the sole
producer of
triggers for
nuclear weapons.
It was placed on
the National
Register of
Historic Places
on May 19, 1997.
Below: The
Herman Coors
house in Golden
has arches, walnut
and stone
detailing, textured
plaster, beamed
ceilings, wood and
tile floors, and
custom iron work
“that give a
somewhat
medieval feeling
to the south
(living) portion of
the residence,”
according to the
present owners.

Photo courtesy of Rocky Flats

area was found unacceptable.
By 1988, the safety of employees,
close-by residents, and the
environment were determined to
be at risk. Public opposition to
the plant was rising. In 1989, a
raid on the plant was conducted
by the FBI and the EPA;
production was stopped by the
Secretary of Energy, James Watt;
and the plant was placed on the
National Priorities List and
became a Superfund site. The
Rocky Flats Plant was put on
the National Register of Historic
Places on May 19, 1997 because
it was a major center for the
development and production of
the US military’s atomic weapons
andit was the sole producer
of triggers for nuclear weapons
between 1964 and 1989.

HERMAN COORS HOUSE
In 1917, Adolph Coors, the
founder of Coors Brewing
Company in Golden, purchased a
five-year-old bungalow for his son

Herman. In contrast to the other
Coors family homes in the
compound near the brewing plant,
Herman liked this bungalow
because it was “out in the
country.” He also liked the work
of architect J.B. Benedict and hired
him for the 1919 addition.
It is said that Mrs. Coors
selected lichen covered rocks in
the foothills to be incorporated in
the construction of the house. She
marked the rocks with strokes of
chalk so the workmen could find
them. The 3x3 inch tiles in the
living-room may have been made
by the Coors Porcelain Company
in Golden, founded when
Prohibition began in Colorado
in 1916.
The original house and its
addition on Arapahoe and 19th
Streets are set at a right angle and
tied together by the entrance door
with a steeply pitched gabled roof
and flared eaves. The support post
and open gabled end are
reminiscent of Craftsman work.
The outside walls are covered with
beige stucco and accented with
uncut native stone on foundations,
window surrounds, and wall and
chimney coins. Windows are
Photo by Milly Roeder
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framed with brown painted wood
and embellished with stained glass.
A former porch facing Arapahoe
Street, was turned into a sunroom.
The gables of a steeply pitched
roof face 19th Street toward the
south. Castle Rock on South
Table Mountainis visible from the
dining room to the east.
On the inside, the angled front
door leads into a large octagonal
entrance hall. Eight huge wood
beams and polished planks of
walnut form the domelike ceiling,
reminiscent of other octagonal
structures by Benedict.
The present owner describes
how “Benedict’s 1919
incorporation of arches, walnut
and stone detailing, textured
plaster, beamed ceilings, wood and
tile floors, and custom iron work
resulted in the somewhat medieval
feeling found in the south (living)
portion of the residence.”
During the 1920s, Herman
Coors and his family moved to
California to pursue the growing

ceramics business. The house was
then owned by several local
businessmen before Dr. William S.
Levings, a professor at Colorado
School of Mines, bought the
home in 1949. He sold it to the
present owners in 1981, who
report that people often stop to
photograph the house and remark,
“The house looks like part of the
environment, and... belongs here
in the foothills.”
The Herman Coors House is
the only structure Benedict built
in Golden. It was listed on the
National Register of Historic
Places on October 17, 1997.
CHURCHES RANCH
The Churches Ranch at 17999
West 60th Avenue in Arvada
consists of 48.9 acres and includes
important rural historic and
cultural landscape. Much of the
original homestead complex,
developed between 1861 and 1910,
is still intact, including the gabled

roof barn constructed primarily of
sandstone about 1864. The
adjacent fields continue to be used
for agriculture. The ranch, which
consisted of about 400 acres, was
settled by John C. and Mary Ann
Churches, who contributed to the
successful development of
Jefferson County’s Ralston Valley
as an important agricultural region
at the turn of the 19th century.
Members of the family owned the
ranch until 1919. John Churches
was the first to hold water rights
on Ralston Creek, and his
innovative lake and canal system
ensured the success of his
agricultural enterprises. The
Denver Water Board purchased
the property for water rights
in 1937 and thus prevented it
from being developed into
suburban subdivisions.
The Churches Ranch was
added to the National Register
of Historic Places on
August 12, 1998.

Photo courtesy of Churches Ranch

This 1880’s picture of
Churches Ranch shows
John C. Churches standing
in front of his barn.The
white house to the right
was used as a stage stop
and a wayside station for
animals in the 1860s.
These and other buildings
still remain at 17999 W.
60th Avenue.
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Pine Valley Lodge is defined by
steeply pitched roofs, stone
chimneys, walls of stone and vertical
logs, and accented by an octagonal,
pyramidal screened porch.
Photos by Carole Lomond

Photo by Milly Roeder

PINE VALLEY LODGE
Pine Valley Lodge, also known as
Baehr Den of the Rockies, sits
hidden west of Pine high above
Pine Lake, where the North Fork
of the South Platte River is joined
by Pine Gulch. The area, which
was first homesteaded by a local
cattle rancher, J.W. Hildebrandt
and others in the late 19th
century, is now a Jefferson County
Open Space Park. The Eggert Ice
Company bought the property in
1908, and conducted business
hauling ice on the Denver,
Leadville and Gunnison railroad
along the river to Denver. In 1925,
William A. Baehr, president of

North Continent
Utilities
Company in
Chicago, spent
the summer in
Colorado, when
he discovered
and acquired the
valley. He hired J.B. Benedict, one
of Denver’s best known architects,
to build the mountain lodge in
1927. Sixty craftsmen labored 24
hours a day to finish the lodge in
only ninety days, as demanded by
Mr. Baehr.
Benedict delicately placed the
lodge of local rock and timber
into the beautiful landscape
overlooking the valley. The lodge

is defined by steeply pitched roofs,
stone chimneys, walls of stone and
vertical logs, and accented by an
octagonal, pyramidal, screened
porch. Windows are framed by
logs. Attention to detail has also
been paid to the inside. Stairs of
stone lead up through French
doors and a large entrance into
the great hall. This room is lighted
by a circular chandelier and
-43-

numerous wall lamps, skillfully
handmade by Colorado
ironsmiths. A large fireplace on
the right long wall of the great
hall invites tired members of the
house, returning from an
excursion into the mountains or
just a stroll down to the river, to
relax on cool evenings. Wide
wooden stairs lead up to a balcony
overlooking the living room.
Behind is the large dining room
with intricately branded
woodwork. An observatory, ice
shed, barn, water wheel, tea house
and five guest cabins were added
to the property, but later removed.
The Baehr property was sold to
a group of Denver families, such
as Francis VanDerbur, Helen
Bonfils, and William Boyd, who
used it as a fishing retreat. Pzazz!,
a development company,
purchased the property in 1975
and operated it as a corporate
retreat and family resort, until it
was sold to Jefferson County
Open Space in 1986. The lodge
was listed on the Colorado State

Register of Historic Properties in
June, 1998. Restoration of the
lodge is planned, but the new use
has yet to be determined.
INDIAN HILLS FIRE HOUSE
AND COMMUNITY CENTER
In the second half of the 19th
century, John D. Parmalee arrived
with his family in what is now
known as Indian Hills. He was one
of the first settlers in the region
and the Parmalee Gulch was
named in his honor. He is best
known for the roads he
constructed up Turkey Creek
Canyon and continuing to Bergen
Post Office, now Bergen Park.
Other settlers with names such as
Luther, Berrian, Eden, and Ralphs
soon followed. The Parmalee
School was built from logs in
1896. In the early 1920s, George
Olinger attracted more residents
by selling land for cabins and
home sites. Another wood-frame
schoolhouse was built in 1923 and
closed in 1946, when the growing

school population required
students to be bussed out of the
region. In about 1952, the oneroom schoolhouse was signed over
to the Indian Hills Improvement
Association and turned into a
community center. The building
was enlarged to also house a
community hall and a firehouse.
That was replaced, in 1974, by a
new fire station near the new
Parmalee Elementary School of
1962. The old building continues
to serve as Indian Hills
Community Center. It was listed
on the State Register of Historic
Properties on May 14, 1997.

Photo by Milly Roeder

What began as
Parmalee School
in 1896, served as
firehouse until
1974, and is
today’s Indian
Hills Community
Center.
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The Jefferson County Historical Commission members
are appointed by the Board of County Commissioners.
The current County Commissioners are (from left):
John Stone, Michelle Lawrence and Pat Holloway.

HISTORICALLY JEFFCO WRITER’S AWARD CONTEST
ELIGIBILITY
The Writers' Contest is open to all
persons in the following two categories:
1. Youth (under 19 years)
2. Adults (19 years or older)
Members of JCHC, appointed judges
and relatives of both are not eligible for
this contest.
AWARDS
Youth entrants' first prize is $200, second
prize is $100.
Adult entrants first prize is $700, second
prize is $250.
RULES
All topics must relate directly to the
factual history of Jefferson County,
Colorado.

2. Compositions must be the original
and unpublished work of the individual
in whose name the entry is submitted.
3. Entries shall consist of no more than
5,000 words, including footnotes. Entries
must be submitted on computer disk in
text-only format. A stapled (but not
bound) hard copy of the entry must also
be submitted. Illustrations to enhance the
entry will aid the evaluation.
4. Entries must not infringe on the rights
of any other person.
5. Entries must be accompanied by a
completed and signed entry form. There
is no limit on the number of entries.
6. JCHC may edit and publish awardwinning and other entries in its
publication, Historically Jeffco.

7. Submitted copies will not be returned.
JUDGING
The contest will be judged by a panel of
at least three qualified judges whose
decision will be final. The JCHC reserves
the right to present no awards if the
judges determine that no meritorious
entries are received.
DEADLINE: April 1, 1999
Send to:
Historically Jeffco Writer’s Award Contest
Jefferson County Historical Commission
c/o Archives & Records Mgmt, Ste 1500
100 Jefferson County Parkway
Golden, CO 80419-1500
For more information call 303-271-8446.

HISTORICALLY JEFFCO WRITER’S AWARD CONTEST APPLICATION
(Please copy application)

PRINT NAME:

AGE:
(If under 19)

ADDRESS:
CITY, STATE, ZIP:
PHONE:
I certify that I am an eligible entrant and that the submitted composition was prepared by me and has not been previously
published. I agree to abide by the decision of the judges on any questions raised in connection with the conduct of the
contest and the selection of the winning compositions. By submission of my entry, I grant the Jefferson County Historical
Commission the right to edit and publish the composition, regardless of whether I receive a monetary prize.

Date:
(Signature of Entrant)

Four museums are featured in this
issue of Historically Jeffco: The Colorado
School of Mines Geology Museum, Dinosaur Ridge,
the Buffalo Bill Museum, and the Rocky Mountain
Quilt Museum. (Museum section starts on page 31.)
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